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Indian Ocean Dipole and ENSO’s mechanistic importance in
modulating the ensuing-summer precipitation over Eastern
China
Yue Zhang 1,2, Wen Zhou 1,2✉, Xin Wang3, Sheng Chen3, Jiepeng Chen3 and Shanshan Li4

Eastern China was extremely wet in summer 2020, which is found to be related to the potential delayed effects of the Indian Ocean
Dipole (IOD). Additional knowledge is warranted to improve our understanding of detailed mechanisms of such an effect. In this
study, we compared physical processes associated with delayed effects of the IOD and El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) on
summer precipitation. Partial correlation and composite analysis reveal that ENSO modulates precipitation mainly over the Yangtze
River Valley, whereas IOD benefits precipitation farther north. Both IOD and ENSO can stimulate anticyclonic circulation over the
western North Pacific (WNP) in the ensuing summer but with different spatial distributions related to the different sea surface
temperature (SST) evolution processes. IOD is similarly followed by warming signals in the Indian Ocean, known as the “capacitor”
effect, but the location is closer to Australia than that associated with ENSO. IOD also stimulates significant SST cooling anomalies
over the equatorial Pacific during the ensuing summer, jointly contributing to the anomalous anticyclone over WNP. Numerical
experiments confirm that combined effects of the Indian Ocean “capacitor” and equatorial Pacific cooling can generate an
anomalous anticyclone with wider distribution in the meridional direction over WNP.
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INTRODUCTION
The Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) is an intrinsic air–ocean coupling
mode in the Indian Ocean (IO)1,2, which is a counterpart to the
climate-driving El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) in the
equatorial East Pacific. Conventionally, summer monsoonal pre-
cipitation variation over East Asia is modulated largely by ENSO
events3–9. IOD, however, has also been found to be able to
significantly influence summer precipitation over East Asia10–13

during its developing stage. Since the severe floods in eastern
China during the summer of 2020 have been linked to the
influence of the extreme positive IOD the preceding year14–18—
mainly through an Indian Ocean warming “capacitor” effect in the
following spring and summer—positive IOD can trigger a
westward-propagating oceanic downwelling Rossby wave that
reaches the southwestern Indian Ocean in spring. This extreme
event suggests the importance of considering the delayed effects
of IOD on the ensuing summer.
The delayed effects of the preceding IOD on the following

summer climate have previously been underestimated, mainly
due to the complex and interactive relationship between IOD and
ENSO. IOD usually develops in summer and peaks in autumn, a
season leading the peak of El Niño, then quickly declines in
winter1,2,19,20; meanwhile, ENSO tends to develop over the eastern
equatorial Pacific but peaks in winter of the same year21. During
the life span of these two climate modes, they interact so that
each affects the intensity, lifetime, and pattern of the other
mode22–28. In terms of the relationship between summer
monsoonal precipitation and ENSO, the most noteworthy
responses occur mainly during the decaying phase of ENSO the
following year29–34, which can be considered a delayed effect of
ENSO. Similarly, the delayed effect of IOD also refers to the

response of summer precipitation the following year, but few
studies have addressed this phenomenon35–37. Generally, asso-
ciated with a preceding positive IOD, summer precipitation is
expected to be enhanced around the Yangtze River region35–37.
Nonetheless, considering the important modulations of ENSO on
precipitation around the Yangtze River34,38–40, it is worth clarifying
the similarities and dissimilarities associated with summer
precipitation responses to IOD and ENSO.
Regarding the devastating floods in eastern China during the

summer of 2020, many studies have emphasized that warming in
the Indian Ocean (IO)14–18 was responsible for the abnormal
precipitation, which was in turn associated with the preceding
IOD14,15. Therefore, a promising mechanism has been proposed to
explain this complex cross-seasonal relationship, which is the IO
“capacitor” effect14. Associated with a positive IOD, warming
anomalies may occur in the southwestern IO that can act like a
“capacitor” and sustain the impacts of IOD on the ensuing seasons.
The IO “capacitor” is also one of the essential theories for
maintaining the delayed impacts of ENSO9,41. Hence, the present
study also addresses the question of the difference between the
“capacitor” effect corresponding to IOD and ENSO, and clarifies
whether the “capacitor” effect of all IOD cases is as prominent as
that in the summer of 2020.
Therefore, this study is aimed primarily at better understanding

the delayed effects of IOD by differentiating the impacts and
mechanisms of IOD from those of ENSO based on data during
1979–2021. The impacts of IOD and ENSO on the ensuing summer
precipitation are first compared, with an additional focus on the
contribution of water vapor transport. Mechanisms associated
with these two climate modes are examined by the seasonal
evolution of large-scale circulation and sea surface temperature
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(SST). Important forcing effects of the associated SST patterns in
the ensuing summer are further investigated with a 5-layer
anomalous atmospheric general circulation model (AGCM).

RESULTS
Different ensuing summer precipitation patterns associated
with IOD and ENSO
The different summer precipitation patterns associated with IOD
and ENSO are first examined by partial correlation analysis, which
aims to separate the influence of these two modes by eliminating
the linear relationship between IOD and ENSO based on station
observations as well as the reanalysis precipitation dataset during
1979–2021. After deducing the linear relationship with ENSO,
Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) and station data
both indicate that IOD benefits mainly precipitation over the
region north of the Yangtze River, while it also tends to induce
drier conditions over South China (Fig. 1a, c). The response of
precipitation to the preceding ENSO is primarily excessive
precipitation around the Yangtze River Valley, which is quite
consistent with previous results (Fig. 1b, d;3,4,42,43). These patterns
confirm that both IOD and ENSO have the potential to boost
precipitation in the following summer, but with different centers
of maximum influence. Although the impacts of ENSO can be seen
directly in flooding in the Yangtze River Valley, IOD can also
substantially influence precipitation over the upper reaches of the
Yangtze River Valley as well as over other main rivers in eastern
China, such as the Huaihe River and Yellow River.

The explained variance can also be calculated to evaluate the
relative contribution of these two climate modes to precipitation
variation, with results shown in Fig. 1e–h. This shows that IOD can
contribute up to 20% of the precipitation variation for parts of
northern China such as Inner Mongolia, whereas ENSO contributes
to precipitation variation mainly around the Yangtze River and
parts of northwestern China. Statistically, the above investigation
indicates that for the following summer precipitation, IOD plays as
important a role as ENSO in modulating summer precipitation,
and IOD also deserves attention to help improve the seasonal
predictability of summer precipitation in eastern China.

Large-scale background and water vapor transport variation
associated with the preceding IOD and ENSO
In order to further examine the underlying mechanisms by which
IOD and ENSO lead to summer climate anomalies, composite
analysis is conducted as well. Using the dipole mode index (DMI;1)
and the Niño 3.4 index to characterize the interannual variation of
IOD and ENSO events (Supplementary Fig. 1), and based on
0.5 standard deviation of these indices, positive and negative
cases of IOD and ENSO can be identified, as documented in
Table 1. Based on different combinations of IOD and ENSO events,
composite analysis can be employed accordingly to investigate
how precipitation varies with only the preceding IOD or only the
preceding ENSO, compared to when both phenomena occur.
The composite difference based on positive and negative

cases generally reproduces the symmetric impacts of the climate
mode, shown as anomalous signals related to a positive event.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Fig. 1 Precipitation patterns associated with the preceding IOD and ENSO. Partial correlations of precipitation during the ensuing summer
with the DMI of the preceding autumn after removing the linear relationship with Niño 3.4 of winter based on a station precipitation data, and
b GPCP data during 1979–2021. c and d as in a and b, but with Niño 3.4 of winter after deducing the linear relationship with the DMI of the
preceding autumn. Variance fraction of summer precipitation (%) accounted for by e and f the DMI in autumn and g, h Niño 3.4 in winter
based on e, g station data, and f, h GPCP data. Dotted areas in a–d represent statistical significance at the 95% confidence level.
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Therefore, Fig. 2a illustrates the atmospheric responses in summer
associated with the preceding positive IOD without El Niño.
Positive anomalies of geopotential height are dominant around
the western North Pacific (WNP) and extend into the mid-latitudes,
which tends to enhance the subtropical high, thus influencing
convection and water vapor transport over East Asia. Water vapor
flux over the WNP is characterized as an anticyclonic circulation

pattern, such that moist air from the tropics is transported
northward along its western flank all the way to 40°N (Fig. 2d). In
addition, eastward water vapor transport is also salient over land,
indicating that water vapor provided by westerly jets also
increases. Under the influence of the anomalous large-scale
circulation and water vapor flux, the composite precipitation is
also plotted to demonstrate the precipitation anomalies in
association with the preceding IOD. Positive precipitation
anomalies dominate again in the region north of the Yangtze
River, and the most significant responses appear in the more
northern areas (Fig. 2g), creating a dipole pattern with opposite
precipitation anomalies south and north of the Yangtze River.
The atmospheric fields are further examined to reveal the

differences and similarities in the responses associated with ENSO
(Fig. 2b, e, h). In the mid-troposphere, significant increasing
geopotential height is obvious over the WNP following a El Niño
event. An enhanced subtropical high denoted by anticyclonic
circulations around the WNP can also be observed in the lower
troposphere (Supplementary Fig. 2b). Driven by the anomalous
anticyclone, the water vapor transport associated with ENSO-only
forcing also shows an anticyclonic pattern, conveying moist air
from the tropical western Pacific into eastern China and
condensing mainly in the Yangtze River Valley. Hence, in the
summer after El Niño without IOD, precipitation is evidently

Fig. 2 Composites of atmospheric fields associated with the preceding IOD and ENSO. Composite difference of a–c geopotential height
(shading; m2 s−2) at 500 hPa during the ensuing summer based on the years when a only IOD occurs, b only El Niño occurs, and c IOD and
ENSO occur together. d–f as in a–c but for vertically integrated water vapor flux (vectors, kg m−1 s−1; showing only values greater than
10 kg m−1 s−1) and its convergence (shading; kg m−2). g–i as in a–c but for precipitation (mm day−1). Dotted areas mean that signals are
statistically significant at the 95% confidence level. Blue vectors in d–f indicate that the vertically integrated water vapor flux exceeds the 95%
confidence level. Boxes in d–i indicate the key regions for water vapour budget analysis.

Table 1. Years of the different combinations of ENSO and IOD events.

IOD and ENSO combination Years

pIOD without El Niño 2011, 2012, 2019

nIOD without La Niña 1979, 1980, 1981, 1989, 1990, 1992, 1996,
2001, 2016

El Niño without pIOD 1979, 1987, 2004, 2009

La Niña without nIOD 1999, 2000, 2007, 2008, 2011, 2013, 2017

pIOD+ El Niño 1982, 1986, 1991, 1994, 1997, 2002, 2006,
2015, 2018

nIOD+ La Niña 1984, 1988, 1995, 1998, 2005, 2010

pIOD means positive IOD events; nIOD means negative IOD events. Years
listed denote the years when IOD/ENSO develops.
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enhanced over the middle reaches of the Yellow River Valley,
while negative precipitation signals occur over the tropics and
eastern Inner Mongolia (Fig. 2h), leading to a tripole-like pattern,
which also agrees with results of previous studies on the influence
of ENSO on the decaying summer precipitation6,42. The differences
in the precipitation anomalies associated with IOD-only and ENSO-
only forcings may be related to the different characteristics of the
anomalous anticyclone circulation pattern as well as geopotential
height distribution. During the summer following IOD alone, the
meridional range of the anomalous anticyclone is within 20°−40°N
(Fig. 2d), while the meridional range of the anomalous anticyclone
associated with ENSO forcing alone is relatively narrower, covering
20°−30°N (Fig. 2e). As a result, the most salient increase in
precipitation occurs farther north in the summer following IOD.
During the summers of co-occurring IOD and ENSO, positive

geopotential anomalies are evident all over the tropics (Fig. 2c),
suggesting that the heat source related to the positive IOD and El
Niño forcings is greatly amplified due to their interaction22,26,27,44.
For example, Luo et al. revealed that a positive IOD can enhance
the strength of El Niño and facilitate its onset; in turn, El Niño can
also enhance IOD and improve its predictability via the atmo-
spheric Walker circulation. Meanwhile, an enhanced and west-
shifted subtropical high is also noticeable (Fig. 2c, f), with a pattern
quite similar to that during ENSO-only years, indicating the more
dominant role of ENSO in modulating the ensuing summer
precipitation. However, for precipitation in northern China, the
impacts of IOD seem to be opposite to those of ENSO, so the
impacts of these two climate modes cancel each other, leading to
an insignificant pattern. The increased precipitation associated
with IOD in northern China can be attributed to the greater
amount of moisture transported by westerly jets, which can be
observed in both summers preceded by IOD with and without
ENSO (Fig. 2d, f). During the summer following IOD along with
ENSO, the resulting precipitation pattern is more likely to have a
dipole-like pattern, with opposite responses south and north of
the Yangtze River (Fig. 2i).

Regional water vapor budget analysis
Based on the anomalous poles of the different precipitation
patterns associated with the different combinations of IOD and
ENSO, highlighting the key areas of eastern China, water vapor
budget analysis is conducted to reveal the roles of the preceding
IOD and ENSO in modulating precipitation by influencing
moisture transport, with results documented in Table 2. For
convenience, three key areas, based mainly on the tripole-like
precipitation pattern associated with ENSO-only forcing, are
defined as South China (SC; 20°−28°N, 110°−122°E), the basin
between the Yangtze and Yellow Rivers (YY; 28°−38°N, 102°−118°
E), and northern China (NC; 38°−48°N, 108°−122°E). First, the total
regional water vapor budget can largely account for the
precipitation variability in these regions, with high explained
variance of 90.95% for SC, 64.55% for YY, and 63.46% for NC.
Based on a significance test, it is noticeable that precipitation
variation in YY is more sensitive to the external forcings of IOD and
ENSO, which may be to some extent because this region also has
large interannual variation (Supplementary Fig. 3a).
For SC, significant contributions are elucidated in water vapor

transport only through the western and eastern boundaries, and
the relatively important factor in modulating the zonal water
vapor transport is ENSO. Associated with El Niño, water vapor
inflow through the western boundary increases but water vapor
outflow through the eastern boundary also increases (Supple-
mentary Fig. 4c), so eventually the effects of ENSO on the
moisture budget are insignificant. For YY, both IOD and ENSO
can significantly modulate water vapor transport. IOD can
contribute a lot to the water vapor budget by influencing the
water vapor flow through three of the lateral boundaries, except

the northern one. In contrast, ENSO similarly influences water
vapor transport through the western, southern, and eastern
boundaries, but contributes only 5% of the total regional
moisture budget. This may be related to its more dominant role
in enhancing the water vapor outflow through the eastern
boundary, which somewhat offsets the positive impacts on the
increase in water vapor inflow (Supplementary Fig. 4c). However,
although the influence on the moisture budget is limited, ENSO
can significantly contribute to precipitation, which indicates that
ENSO can also influence precipitation by modulating dynamic
factors (such as vertical motion). For NC, only 5% and 1% of the
variance in the water vapor budget can be explained by IOD and
ENSO, respectively, suggesting a less influential role of tropical
forcing effects for the northern region. However, the relatively
important effects of IOD can be identified by its significant
association with precipitation.
Based on the water vapor analysis, the substantial effects of the

preceding IOD on the summer precipitation and moisture supply
can be further confirmed. Its role in modulating water vapor
transport into the Yangtze River Valley is surely as important as
that of ENSO. This implies that the flooding in the Yangtze River
basin during the summer of 2020, which was preceded by the
most extreme positive IOD in recent decades, is not a specific
event. For future climate prediction and disaster mitigation, the
delayed effects of IOD should also be emphasized.

Seasonal evolution patterns in the preceding seasons
associated with IOD and ENSO
The delayed effects of IOD on the following summer are difficult to
understand because IOD has a different lifespan compared to
ENSO. It has a relatively shorter lifespan and is believed to
disappear quickly during the ensuing winter45, so investigations
on the mechanisms associated with the delayed effects of IOD are
always challenging. However, considering a recent case study of
the aftermath of the 2019 IOD, some argue that even in the
ensuing summer, the anomalous signals of IOD still remain in the
southern IO14,15. The remnant of positive IOD can also act like a

Table 2. Water vapor budget analysis based on key regions (fraction
of explained variance, %).

Precip. Budget Western Southern Eastern Northern

South
China (SC)

DMI 2.57 4.97 6.91* 2.33 3.75 6.79

NINO34 6.35 8.81 14.17# 3.49 11.27# 8.43

DMI+NINO34 6.39 9.25 14.53# 3.81 11.27* 9.78

Yangtze-
Yellow
basin (YY)

DMI 32.30# 14.16# 14.97# 17.93# 12.72# 0.06

NINO34 11.99# 5.08 15.33# 18.18# 22.62# 2.48

DMI+NINO34 32.38# 14.18# 19.32# 23.03# 23.73# 4.37

Northern
China (NC)

DMI 13.20# 5.28 3.22 0.48 0.28 1.59

NINO34 1.71 1.24 0.52 1.07 0.01 1.99

DMI+NINO34 14.04* 5.33 3.35 3.50 0.34 8.28

In each region, the contributions from IOD/ENSO to the precipitation,
water vapor budget, and water vapor transport via four lateral boundaries
(western, southern, eastern, northern) are documented respectively.
#Statistically significant values at the 95% confidence level.
*Statistically significant values at the 90% confidence level.
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“capacitor,” with physical processes similar to those of the IO
“capacitor” associated with El Niño, thereby inducing an
anomalous anticyclone over the WNP. Consequently, the dissim-
ilarities and similarities of the “capacitor” effect associated with
IOD and ENSO are worth further comparison and investigation.
The SST evolution associated with IOD and ENSO from autumn

to the ensuing summer is examined in Fig. 3 to reveal the
spatiotemporal characteristics of different combinations. During
autumn when IOD occurs alone without ENSO, the typical SST
dipole in the IO can be identified accompanied by an insignificant
signal over the equatorial Pacific (Fig. 3a). The western warming
pole of SST anomalies extends to the southern IO in a swath from
the western equatorial IO to the coast of Australia. This swath
slowly propagates and retreats eastward with time, forming a
warming center off the coast of Australia during spring. This
pattern can be compared with the pattern in the summer of 2020
(Fig. 2 in Zhou et al. 2021), a year with extreme independent
positive IOD forcing. There are some similarities: the warming
signals are both observed within 0°−30°S of the southern IO.
However, the maximum in the composite fields is farther east
(Fig. 3c). The significant warming SST off the west coast of
Australia is like a Ningaloo Niño pattern, which may be related to a
possible linkage between IOD and the Ningaloo Niño, as previous
study suggested46. The SST anomalies during 2020 are also warm
around the coast of Australia, but the magnitudes are inconsider-
able (Fig. 2 in Zhou et al. 2021).
During the seasons following El Niño alone, IO basin-wide

warming occurs in winter and gradually shrinks and decays in the

ensuing spring and summer (Fig. 3e–h). When IOD and ENSO
occur together, the intensity of the SST anomalies over the
equatorial eastern Pacific is noticeably greater, requiring more
time to oscillate back to the mean stage. Therefore, the warming
SST over the equatorial Pacific can still be observed during the
ensuing summer (Fig. 3l). Warming SST anomalies over the
tropical IO can also last longer than in years with ENSO only and
are still significant during summer (Fig. 3l).
Based on the SST patterns in the IO, a preliminary difference in

the “capacitor” effect can be revealed. Associated with ENSO, the
warming signals in the IO are distributed over both sides of the
equator. Generally, the warming signals in the northern IO last
longer, which may be because the solar incidence point is in the
summer hemisphere and amplifies the warming signal by
increasing downward solar radiation47. Meanwhile, associated
with IOD, the warming signals over the South Indian Ocean (SIO)
are also evident, extending from the western equatorial Indian
Ocean to the west coast of Australia. The sustenance of the
warming anomalies in the SIO during the ensuing seasons may be
attributed to the mechanism stated previously14,15: the IOD can
induce an anticyclonic circulation pattern over the eastern SIO and
consequently lead to Ekman downwelling and a westward-
propagating downwelling Rossby wave.
Besides the traits associated with the positive IOD and El Niño

phenomena, some significant distinctions exist over the Pacific
between years with IOD only and the other two combinations.
During seasons following IOD only, significant cooling SST
gradually develops over the equatorial Pacific and lasts until the

Fig. 3 Seasonal evolution of SST patterns in association with IOD and ENSO. Composite seasonal evolution of SST anomalies (contours, °C)
from autumn to the ensuing summer based on the years when a–d only IOD occurs, e–h only El Niño occurs, and i–l IOD and ENSO occur
together. Dotted areas have statistical significance at the 95% confidence level.
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ensuing summer, which promotes the development of La Niña.
The composite based only on IOD further supports the previous
statement that IOD can potentially lead to an out-of-phase ENSO
in the subsequent year22,48–50.
Associated with the SST evolution, the circulation in the lower

troposphere is also examined to demonstrate the aftermath of
these two climate modes. During the years with only IOD forcing,
anomalous easterlies are evident over the tropical Pacific after
winter (Fig. 4a–c). However, the mechanisms inducing these
easterlies during winter should be different from those in the
following seasons, due partly to the negative pressure center
associated with the warming pole of IOD, and partly to the
anomalous anticyclone at higher latitudes. In the following
seasons, the anomalous easterlies prevailing over the equatorial
Pacific and the westerlies over the equatorial IO should be related
to the “capacitor” effect. And based on the theory of local air–sea
interaction over the WNP43, the significant cooling SST pattern
and the warming SST around the Philippines form a zonal dipole
pattern, which could also contribute to the in-situ anomalous
anticyclonic circulation (Figs. 3d and 4d).
During the years of ENSO only, the anomalous circulation

during autumn and winter is characterized as an anomalous
Walker circulation above the Pacific, accompanied by westerlies in
the lower troposphere as well as low pressure to the east and high
pressure above the Maritime Continent (Fig. 4e, f). This pattern is
closely related to the heating of ENSO. Associated with the
descending branch of the anomalous Walker circulation, an

abnormal anticyclonic circulation is located over the South China
Sea. This anomalous anticyclone persists over the South China Sea
and gradually propagates eastward and is sustained in the WNP
until the ensuing summer. The evolution of the anomalous
anticyclone associated with ENSO during different seasons is
consistent with previous studies42,51. The maintenance of the
anomalous anticyclone can be attributed to the warming IO
(Fig. 3g), known as the IO “capacitor” effect9. In the years when
IOD and ENSO occur together, the pattern is quite similar to that
during the years with ENSO only but with greater intensity. And
the anomalous Walker circulation above the Pacific can last until
spring (Fig. 4k). During the ensuing summer, only the anomalous
anticyclone remnant is maintained over the WNP, influencing the
summer circulation (Fig. 4l).
These seasonal evolution patterns clarify the variation in the

warming “capacitor” over the IO and in the collaboration of the
local air–sea interaction over the WNP between IOD only, ENSO
only, and both modes together. Results demonstrate that during
IOD-only years, both the IO “capacitor” and local air–sea
interaction are in effect, with a significant confidence level; yet
the maximum warming SST signals in the IO are farther south and
east than during years with ENSO forcing.

Different drivers for the anomalous anticyclone around the
western North Pacific
In order to further compare the different driving impacts from
the IO and Pacific, a simple AGCM numerical model is employed.

Fig. 4 Seasonal evolution of atmospheric patterns in association with IOD and ENSO. Composite seasonal evolution of horizontal winds
(vectors) at 850 hPa and sea surface pressure (shading, Pa) from autumn to the ensuing summer based on the years when a–d only IOD
occurs, e–h only El Niño occurs, and i–l IOD and ENSO occur together. Vectors indicate winds that exceed the 95% confidence level. Thick
black contours denote sea surface pressure exceeding the 95% confidence level.
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The atmospheric heat variation triggered by the IO warming
anomalies and Pacific cooling anomalies associated with the
preceding positive IOD and El Niño is illustrated by outgoing
longwave radiation (OLR). Partial correlation between OLR and the
mode indices are shown in Fig. 5a, b, so as to emphasize the direct
responses to IOD and ENSO, respectively. A heating source related
to the IO “capacitor” effect can be observed mainly in the tropical
SIO associated with positive IOD and El Niño, and only the zonal
range of heating anomalies associated with El Niño extends more
widely (Fig. 5a, b). Corresponding to the SST cooling pattern
observed in the composite results (Fig. 3d), a significant heat sink
is also evident here (Fig. 5a). Considering that this is closely related
to the delayed effects of IOD and also plays a substantial role in
the circulation, additional experiments are also designed based on
the heat sink center to examine the influence of SST cooling
responses in the Pacific. The signals over the Pacific associated
with ENSO should otherwise reflect the decay of El Niño itself, so
they are not the focus of this study. Apart from partial correlation,
composite analysis is also conducted based on tropospheric

temperature and OLR, and they both show heating features
similar to the partial correlation results (Supplementary Fig. 5).
The background circulation in the simulation is set up with the

climatology circulation during April–June. According to the key
anomalous heat pattern reflected by OLR, several numerical
experiments are designed. First, we employ the heat source in the
IO to represent and compare the “capacitor” effect associated with
positive IOD and El Niño, and the prescribed heat anomaly at the
0.5 sigma level is marked by the green contours in Fig. 5c, d.
Results show that although the ranges of the heat source vary in
association with IOD and ENSO, the primary responses are similar
(Fig. 5c, d). The IO “capacitor” can generally induce an asymmetric
Gill-type response consisting of anomalous easterlies over the
equatorial Pacific and anticyclonic responses in the hemisphere
opposite the heating (Fig. 5c, d), which is also consistent with
the composite results (Fig. 4d, h, l). Numerical simulations confirm
the important role of the IO “capacitor” in producing the
anticyclonic responses around the WNP in the ensuing summer
of both IOD and ENSO years.

Fig. 5 Heating anomalies and simulation results. a Partial correlations of OLR during April–June with the DMI of the preceding autumn after
removing the linear relationship with Niño 3.4 of winter. b as in a, but with Niño 3.4 of winter after deducing the linear relationship with the
DMI of the preceding autumn. Air temperature anomalies (shading; K) and horizontal wind anomalies (vectors; showing only magnitudes
greater than 0.05 m s−1) at 850 hPa in response to heat anomalies based on the background of climatological mean circulation during
April–June. Dotted areas in a, b have statistical significance at the 95% confidence level. Green contours represent heat patterns, and contours
in c–f represent heat sources (sinks) at the 0.5 sigma level with an interval of 0.2 K day−1.
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A second pair of experiments are also performed to examine
the impacts of SST cooling triggered by the preceding positive
IOD with or without the IO heat source. The heat sink over the
central equatorial Pacific is prescribed according to the OLR
pattern, and the heat anomaly at 0.5 sigma is also shown as
contours in Fig. 5e, f. The heat sink can directly trigger an
anomalous anticyclone to its west as a Rossby wave response,
influencing the East Asian climate (Fig. 5e). Consequently, if the IO
“capacitor” and SST cooling work together, the anticyclonic
circulation is reinforced and evolves a wider coverage in the
meridional direction, which can influence the climate farther north
(Fig. 5f). Such simulated patterns prove that these two significant
SST forcings associated with the preceding IOD are essential
drivers for anomalous summer circulations.

DISCUSSION
Determining the relationship between atmospheric external
forcing and precipitation variation is important for the seasonal
prediction of precipitation. In this study, the impacts of the
preceding IOD and ENSO on summer precipitation over eastern
China are examined and compared, with a focus on the distinctive
role of IOD. Partial correlation analysis reveals that the key regions
of precipitation responses to IOD and ENSO vary: ENSO modulates
precipitation mainly over the Yangtze River Valley, whereas IOD
benefits precipitation farther north. Composite results also depict
a similar tendency of IOD to induce more summer precipitation in
regions farther north than ENSO. Both IOD and ENSO can
stimulate an anticyclonic circulation response over the WNP in
the ensuing summer, but the different spatial distribution of this
anomalous anticyclonic circulation leads to different precipitation
patterns. Precipitation anomalies associated with ENSO display a
tripole-like pattern with an enhanced precipitation center along
the Yangtze River. In contrast, if IOD occurs, its impacts in northern
China lead to a dipole pattern of precipitation north and south of
the Yangtze River. Based on key areas of different precipitation
patterns associated with different combinations of conditions for
IOD and ENSO, water vapor budget analysis further confirms that
precipitation variation around the Yangtze River is more sensitive
to the external forcings of IOD and ENSO. Compared to ENSO, IOD
is shown to have more substantial impacts on the water vapor
budget and precipitation over the two regions (NC and YY) north
of the Yangtze River.
Seasonal evolution patterns are plotted to compare the

mechanisms associated with the delayed effects of IOD and ENSO
on the ensuing summer precipitation. Results illustrate that
differences exist in patterns of the warming “capacitor” over the
IO. Given that positive IOD can trigger significant SST cooling over
the equatorial Pacific during the ensuing summer by inducing
anomalous equatorial easterlies over the western-central Paci-
fic22,48,49, local air–sea interaction also jointly contributes to the
anomalous anticyclonic circulation over the WNP. Simple AGCM
simulations further examine the effects of these two drivers
associated with IOD—IO “capacitor” warming and equatorial
Pacific cooling—on summer circulations, clarifying that together
these two significant SST forcings can induce an anomalous
anticyclone with wider distribution in the meridional direction
over the WNP.
In this study, we determine ENSO events based on the Niño 3.4

index without separating the different flavors. The Niño 3.4 region
is where the SST is affected by both central Pacific (CP) and
eastern Pacific (EP) ENSO, so the results reflect the combined
influence of the different flavors of ENSO. Previous work has
indeed suggested that different flavors of ENSO may have
different modulating effects on IOD events25,52,53: usually CP El
Niño tends to have a relaxed relationship with the simultaneous
positive IOD compared to EP El Niño (for example, in Table 2, the
years of El Niño occurring without positive IOD all belong to CP El

Niño). This suggests that the internal variability of IOD (indepen-
dent from ENSO) could be more significant in recent decades
because ENSO itself may vary from the canonical EP type to more
of the CP type.
The extreme wetness in eastern China in summer 2020 is found

to be related to the preceding extreme positive IOD in 2019,
drawing attention to this potentially significant delayed effect of
IOD. Positive IOD can induce positive wind stress curl over the
eastern SIO, which can consequently trigger Ekman downwelling
and a westward-propagating oceanic downwelling Rossby wave;
the downwelling Rossby wave reaches the southwestern IO
around spring and leads to a warming SST anomaly, constituting
the “capacitor” effct14,15. However, how these processes work
during other IOD events, and why the composite warming center
differs from the 2019 IOD, is still unclear and warrants further
investigation. Also, the present analysis analyzes mainly the
aftermath of IOD in the ocean system and pays little attention to
possible driving factors on land. Previous studies have also stated
that snow cover over the continent may also help sustain the
anomalous signals associated with IOD until the ensuing
seasons35,36; this possible intermediate effect of the land would
also be interesting to investigate and compare in the future.
Further clarification of the delayed effects of IOD and associated
mechanisms on the ensuing summer precipitation in eastern
China could provide a sounder basis for improving seasonal
climate predictions with a longer lead time.

METHODS
Observational datasets
We downloaded the monthly precipitation data for the period of
1979–2021 from the Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP)
dataset published by NOAA/OAR/ESRL PSL, Boulder, CO, USA (https://psl.
noaa.gov/), with a horizontal resolution of 2.5° × 2.5°54. Station precipita-
tion data are provided by the National Meteorological Information Center
of China55. The ERA5 reanalysis dataset of the same period archived at the
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) is
adopted, with a spatial resolution of 1° × 1°, and variables include
geopotential height, vertical integral of water vapor flux, horizontal winds,
vertical integral of water vapor flux divergence, sea surface pressure, and
air temperature56. Outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) with a resolution of
2.5° × 2.5° is employed to demonstrate the atmospheric heat anomalies
corresponding to IOD or ENSO, derived primarily from the high-resolution
infrared radiation sounder (HIRS)57,58. The SST fields in this study are
represented by the monthly mean global Extended Reconstructed Sea
Surface Temperature version 5 (ERSSTv5), with a horizontal resolution of
2° × 2°59. Considering that SST over the tropical Indian Ocean has been
increasing since 195060,61, the SST data are detrended prior to all analyses
in this study.

Partial and composite analysis
In the current study, two indices are applied to represent the variation of
IOD and ENSO events: the dipole mode index (DMI) during boreal autumn
(September–November, SON), and the Niño 3.4 index during winter
(December–February, DJF). The DMI represents the difference in SST
anomalies between the western (10°S–10°N, 50°–70°E) and southeastern
equatorial IO (10°S–0°, 90°–110°E)1. The Niño 3.4 index is computed by
averaging the SST anomalies over the Niño 3.4 region (5°S–5°N, 170°–120°
W). Partial correlation analysis is conducted for seasonal fields with regard
to the DMI/Niño 3.4 index to separate the influence of the other index by
deducing the linear relation between them. To further investigate the
different signals associated with different combinations of preceding IOD
and ENSO forcing, composite analysis is employed in this study, with cases
selected according to the intensity of the DMI and Niño 3.4 indices.
Significance levels for the composite and partial correlation analyses are
examined by the Student’s t-test.

Model simulation
An anomalous atmospheric general circulation model (AGCM62) is utilized
to investigate the impacts of the important SST patterns associated with
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IOD and ENSO on the ensuing summer precipitation. The model is
developed based on the Princeton dynamic core63 and consists of five
sigma levels (0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9) with a horizontal resolution of T42. The
anomalous AGCM can examine perturbations along with a given mean
basic state (ideal or real). This model can be used to demonstrate
atmospheric responses to prescribed heating51,64,65 as well as changes in
time-scale variation66,67. These applications prove its reliability for
investigating the anomalous atmospheric responses associated with IOD
and ENSO forcings.

DATA AVAILABILITY
The precipitation data from the GPCP and ERSSTv5 datasets are available at https://psl.
noaa.gov/, and the ERA5 reananlysis data can be downloaded at https://www.ecmwf.
int/en/forecasts/datasets/reanalysis-datasets/era5. The OLR dataset is accessible at
https://www.ncei.noaa.gov/products/climate-data-records/outgoing-longwave-radiatio
n-monthly.

CODE AVAILABILITY
The data in this study were processed and plotted by the NCAR Command Language
(NCL). Codes used in this study are available upon request.
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